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Free gifts with ambiguous monetary values offered during sales promotions may vary in their sizes. We suggest that consumers infer

the value of a free gift based on its size and the price of the promoted product and these factors may have significant effect on

consumers’ deal evaluations, purchase intentions and retailer’s credibility. Our results show that bigger size gifts enhance perception

of a deal but only when they are offered with higher-priced products. On the other hand, size of a gift does not influence consumers’

deal perceptions when the price of the promoted product is low.
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Principles of Geometric Accounting. Is Bigger Always Better When It’s Free?
Igor Makienko, University of Nevada, Reno, USA

While planning sales promotion campaigns retailers often face a dilemma what to offer as a free gift. Monetary value or cost of a
gift is probably the main factor in such a situation. However, gifts of the same monetary value may be very different in their sizes and
this factor may affect consumers’ deal perceptions.

According to Taylor et al. (1979) visual stimuli that are more salient but not necessary more important may have disproportionate
effect on consumer’s judgments.

To our knowledge nobody investigated the effect of the actual size of a free gift on deal perceptions and purchase intentions. Literature
review reveals few studies that are only reminiscent of our topic. For example, Wansink (1996) reports that larger packages encourage
consumption. Package shapes that attract more attention are perceived to contain greater volume of a product (Folkes and Matta, 2004).

In our research we investigate how the price of a promoted product (high vs. low) and the size of a free gift (smaller than vs. bigger
than the promoted product) affect consumers’ deal evaluations and purchase intentions.

Conceptual Background
We suggest that when the value of a free gift is ambiguous consumers may infer it based on its size and the price of a promoted product.
Krider et al. (2001) propose that initial comparison between two figures is based on a single, most salient at a time of evaluation

dimension. Though in sales promotion context consumers do not choose between the two items it is still a joint outcome context (Nunes
and Park, 2003) and size dimension may be very salient especially if a gift is bigger than a promoted product.

To estimate the value of a gift, consumers may use some heuristic relating the monetary value of a gift to its size. Based on one of
the main assumptions of normative economics-that more is preferred to less we suggest that size-value relation is likely to be positive.
However, another factor–price of a promoted product may reverse this relationship.

Low and Lichtenstein (1993) investigated double promotions–when consumers are offered a price discount (Was… Now…) and a
free gift–and found that when stated reference price was high, respondents evaluated deals with expensive gifts more favorably than those
with cheap gifts. The reverse was true when the stated reference price was low. The authors conclude that higher reference prices
‘absorbed’ both the discount and high monetary value of a free gift while low reference prices resulted in a ‘too-good-to-be-true’ situation
and negative consumers’ attributions that adversely affected deal perceptions. When consumers feel that retailer is giving too much they
may question the quality of a product or a gift or both (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Retailer’s credibility is likely to be low as well.

In a similar vein Raghubir (2004) suggests that consumers make inferences about the value of a free gift based on the price of a
promoted product and expected discount rate in the industry. The author shows that well-established brands may be adversely affected
when they are offered as free gifts with low-priced products.

Extending this logic to our context we expect an interaction between the size of a gift and the price of a promoted product. When
the price of a promoted product is high, offering bigger size gifts is likely to improve deal perceptions. On the other hand, with low-priced
products bigger size gifts will hurt deal perceptions and retailer’s credibility.

Methodology
In our study we chose a backpack as a promoted product and a plush toy dog as a free gift and employed a 2 ($60/high vs. $30/low

promoted product price) x 2 (gift size smaller than vs. gift size bigger than that of a promoted product) between-subjects full-factorial
design.

Results and Major Findings
Manipulation checks showed that price levels and sizes were perceived as intended. Respondents were not significantly different

in their perceptions of believability of presented sales promotion and quality of a backpack.
Dependent variables were measured with well-established scales and all scales were reliable (αs ranged from 0.809 to 0.945).
To analyze the data we used one-way ANOVA where condition served as an independent variable. Results for attitude toward the

deal (F(3,114)=5.692, p=0.001), perceived value (F(3,114)=5.395, p=0.002), purchase intentions (F(3,114)=3.072, p=0.031) and
retailer’s credibility (F(3,114)=3.87, p=0.011) were significant.

Post-hoc tests showed that when a $60 backpack was offered with a smaller dog, respondents had significantly lower deal perceptions
and perception of retailer’s credibility than in any other condition. This result may be related to a noticeable discrepancy between a $60
price that respondents were exposed to and their estimates of a fair price for a backpack ($31.42) in high price condition. While a bigger
size gift was able to justify high deal price, a smaller size gift could not do this job. Enhanced deal perception was due to respondents’
higher quality evaluations of a bigger size gift (p=0.005).

In a low price condition counter to our hypothesis bigger size gifts did not hurt respondents’ deal perceptions and retailer’s credibility.
Probably $30 price was not low enough to make respondents generate negative attributions about the quality of the dog and influence their
deal perceptions. Indeed, perceived quality of the dog in low price conditions did not vary significantly with the change in its size.

Overall our study supports the notion that the size of a free gift may affect deal perceptions. Bigger size gifts with ambiguous monetary
values are likely to enhance perception of a deal when they are offered with high-priced products. On the other hand, when price of a
promoted product is low bigger size gifts may not help in enhancing deal perceptions.
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